The integration of cells that exhibit differing electrical characteristics, such as variations in energy capacity and internal resistance can degrade the overall performance of the energy storage system (ESS) when those cells are aggregated into single battery pack. When cells are connected electrically in parallel, such variations can lead to significant individual differences in battery load current, state of charge (SOC) and heat generation. Further, if consideration is given to small variations in cell interconnection resistance, the detrimental effect on load imbalance is amplified. Given that cell resistance is known to be a function of both SOC and temperature, the impact of the imbalance is compounded as the performance of cells further diverge under load. During extended periods of excitation, variations in cell depth of discharge (DOD) and the occurrence of temperature gradients across the parallel connection will accelerate cell ageing and, if unmanaged, may present safety concerns such as the onset of thermal runaway. In this paper the impact of varied SOC and temperature on the overall performance of the ESS with parallel connected cells has been investigated. The results highlight that 8% variation in the initial SOC can result in a current difference of 62% among the cells, while a temperature variation of 8℃ results in a current deviation of 14%. Moreover, it was found that the interconnection resistance can significantly increase the inhomogeneity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lithium ion batteries have become the dominant battery technology for automotive industry due to their high energy density, high power density, long life time and excellent storage capabilities [1] . The main concerns regarding lithium ion batteries are cost, life time, reliability and safety [2] . The performance of electric vehicles (EVs) is mainly dependent on a battery pack rather than a single cell, as an ESS includes a high number of cells connected in series and parallel [3, 4] . Manufacturing inconsistencies, cells arrangements within a pack, electrical connections, control and thermal management may cause performance inconsistency between the individual cells of an ESS. This may lead to rapid ageing, capacity loss and safety concerns [1, [5] [6] [7] . The current battery management systems (BMS) do not consider variations of state of health (SOH) and SOC within the parallel cells, as they have a common terminal voltage. However this assumption may result in further degradation and over-charging/discharging hazards for individual cells [2, 8] .
Wu et al. [7] , developed a Pseudo Two-Dimensional (P2D) electrochemical-thermal model to investigate unequal loads in a 12 parallel 7 series (12P 7S) battery pack as a result of interconnection resistance between parallel cells. They observed a significant temperature variation within the pack under different drive cycles. Bruen et at. [8] , employed an equivalent circuit model (ECM) to explore the issues emerged within parallel cells in a 4P 1S module as a result of varied properties. They found out that cells with different impedances and capacities experience significantly different currents. The impact of parallel string on pack performance has been neglected for many years and it has recently been identified as one of the critical areas. Only a few studies so far have looked into the imbalanced scenarios, and developed battery pack models based on series-parallel configuration of battery cells in a pack. The previous studies employed a simplified cell model with a constant resistance, moreover the temperature dependency of the electrochemical parameters have been neglected in most cases. This research develops a combined electrical model of a parallel string with an electrochemical-thermal model of a cell to underpin a novel battery model which can be employed for designing a battery pack as well as thermal management systems. An experimentally validated 1D electrochemical-thermal model of a cell is employed to underpin the performance evaluation of parallel connected cells within the context of a complete ESS. The cell model, developed within COMSOL Multiphysics is coupled with the electrical model of the ESS within Matlab. The Results presented, quantify cell-to-cell variations in terms of internal resistance, load current, temperature and SOC as a result of discrepancy of the initial conditions and interconnection resistance. This paper is structured as follows, Section II explains the concept of the electrochemical-thermal modelling of the cell. Section III outlines the ESS electrical model. The numerical coupling between Matlab and COMSOL and the flowchart of the model operation are presented in Section IV. Section V presents the results. Further work and conclusions are discussed in Sections VI and VII respectively.
II. ELECTROCHEMICAL-THERMAL MODEL
This study focuses on variation of initial SOCs and temperatures of the cells within a parallel string on the overall performance of the pack. The various case studies are defined within Table I , and they will be elaborated in Section V.
, refers to the initial temperature of the Celli and is the cell number, 1<i<5. Likewise, , is the initial SOC of the Celli. The following sections will focus on the modelling of the single cell as well as the electrical connection of the cells in the format of an ESS.
A 1-D electrochemical-thermal model based on the Pseudo Two-Dimensional (P2D) battery model was developed in COMSOL Multiphysics [9] [10] [11] and validated over a wide range of experiments for a large format 53 Ah commercial pouch cell with LiNixMnyCo1-x-yO2 (NMC) chemistry manufactured by Xalt Energy. The 1-D model includes one electrode pair, i.e., negative current collector, negative electrode, separator, positive electrode and positive current collector. In the 1-D model the variation of the electrochemical parameters through the thickness of the cell has been considered only, and since it is coupled with a 1-D thermal model, the temperature dependency of the parameters has been taken into account. The experiments conducted for identifying the physical parameters of the cell include, battery tear-down to quantify the number of layers, the thickness and the dimensions of each layer, along with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for measuring the particle sizes of anode and cathode. Open circuit voltage (OCV) measurements and capacity tests under different operating conditions at 5-45℃ ambient temperature were undertaken to define the dynamic parameters of the cell such as, reaction rates ( ( . . )) and the activation energies ( ( / ) ) for temperature dependent parameters within the Arrhenius function. The developed model was extensively validated against constant charge (0.5C-5C) and discharge (0.5-5C), moreover WLTP class 3 drive cycle (which is a gentle drive cycle for high power vehicles) as well as a high performance duty cycle [12, 13] , at 5-45℃. The battery surface temperature was measured by a FLIR T440 thermal camera during the experiments. Generally a battery generates heat over the course of its operation due to the reaction, ohmic and concentration polarisation. The temperature evolution of a battery is in fact the response of the battery to the heat generation. In absence of active cooling, the heat is only dissipated through natural convection from the surface of the battery as a result of the temperature difference between the battery surface and the environment. Generally it is hard to measure the heat transfer coefficient ( ℎ ( /( . )). However it can be estimated by quantifying the generated heat in the cell and measuring the cell temperature experimentally. In this study a natural convection boundary condition with ℎ value of 6 ( /( . )), provided the best fit to the experimental data. The details can be found in [11, 14] . All the experiments undertaken in this study were conducted on three new cells placed in a Weiss Gallenkamp Votsch V3 4060 thermal chamber horizontally. The temperature of the thermal chamber was controlled by an electric fan. The cells were connected to a commercial cycler namely a Bitrode MCV 16-100-5 to perform the test protocols. The experimental results on the single cells, revealed a very low variation between the cells in terms of capacity and terminal voltage, with maximum 2.7% deviation in achievable capacity which can be attributed to manufacturing inconsistency, measurement error or location of the cells within the thermal chamber. Generally the manufacturing inconsistencies is higher for the cell impedances rather than the capacities and as reported within the literature it is more likely to cause inhomogeneous current distributions [15] [16] [17] . A single cell model cannot be the representative of an ESS, as arrangement of the cells within a pack, initial conditions of the cells, variation in resistance, capacity or any other parameters due to manufacturing inconsistency or system operation, highly impact the ESS behaviour. Variations in the cells parameters or initial conditions lead to a mismatch in the internal resistances which in turn forces the cells to draw different currents. It means that the cells develop different SOC and temperature over the time and they will eventually age differently. Therefore, it is very important to investigate the interaction of the cells within a pack to understand the main sources which contribute to the imbalanced performance. The ESS used in this study comprises five 53 Ah cells is parallel, which can provide a nominal capacity 265 Ah (5 × 53 Ah = 265 Ah). The EV systems typically run at 350-400 V. Hence, the nominal energy of the ESS comprising 5 cells in parallel is around 92-106 kWh, which is enough to run a large EV (265 Ah × 350-400)/1000 = 92-106 kWh. An ESS can be represented by an electrical model. A schematic of a (1S 5P) ESS, consisting five, 53 Ah cells in parallel is presented in Figure 1 . The external load is applied as a current source (
). The first cell (Cell1) is connected to the terminals of the ESS with the remainder of cells (Cell2-5) connected together via a network of resistances ( , ). The characteristics of the cells are represented by a high fidelity electrochemical-thermal model. Based on Kirchoff's current law, the sum of the currents at each junction equals zero. Therefore the correlation between load current and current through each cell is defines as follows (shown in Figure 1(b) ):
Similarly, from Kirchoff's voltage law, the voltages around each loop must sum to zero.
Where represents the total number of cells in a parallel string. The terminal voltage of the cells can be expressed by: = +
By substituting the terminal voltage (i.e. (3)) in (2), the correlation between the loop current and external load can be evaluated as:
Where OCV is the open circuit voltage, is the internal resistance of the cell and stands for the interconnection resistance between the cells. The generalised form of the model for variable number of batteries is given by (5) and (6) . The subscripts (i, j) define the matrix row and column respectively. The terms 
IV. NUMERICAL COUPLING BETWEEN ELECTROCHEMICAL AND
ELECTRICAL MODEL
The cells in an ESS will not behave similarly, due to either manufacturing inconsistency or being exposed to various operation conditions. Therefore, in order to capture the cell to cell variation of the parallel string within an ESS, the electrical connection of the cells has to be implemented in the pack model. The underpinning electrical equations has been developed in Matlab software package. As discussed in Section II, the cell model constitutes a high fidelity electrochemical-thermal model which takes into consideration the temperature dependency of the electrochemical parameters. As defined within the flowchart in Figure 2 , through a process of co-simulation, the two models are numerically coupled to form the complete ESS model. The order of the simulation process has been displayed in the flowchart within Figure 2 . 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of an ESS is dependent on both the architecture of the cells and operational conditions. Generally a higher current load increases the variations across the parallel cells and the impact is amplified as the length of the parallel connection increases [14] . This study focusses only on the impact of initial conditions on the ESS performance. All the simulations were performed at 3C continuous discharge condition. The reason for choosing a constant discharge instead of a drive cycle is to reduce the computational time. For an ideal case the cells will have identical properties such as resistance and capacity, similar initial conditions, along with no interconnection resistances. Such a scenario leads to a uniform current distribution within the parallel cells. However, it is not normally a valid assumption in real world applications. Because for example batteries generate heat during their operation and even with an ideal thermal management system, there is always some degrees of temperature gradients between the cells. Hence, it leads to a non-uniform SOC and current distribution, resulting different aging rates. This can be more crucial in case of large format batteries with high current flows which generate a higher amount of heat and have a larger surface area. Generally it is difficult to manage the heat from large format batteries very efficiently [18] [19] [20] [21] . This part presents the impact of nonidentical initial temperatures on the performance of the parallel cells within the (1S 5P) ESS during the constant 3C discharge event. The initial SOC0 is 1 for all the cells. The temperature discrepancy between the cells is equal to 8℃. In test case 1, the initial temperatures of Cell1, Cell2, Cell3, Cell4 and Cell5 are 33℃, 31℃, 29℃, 27℃ and 25℃ respectively, as shown in Table I . This scenario has been investigated with and without presence of the interconnection resistance ( ).
A. Initial Temperature Variation
depends on the cell size, its design and material selection. According to [22] it is typically in the range of 0.08 Ω − 0318 Ω depending on the joining techniques. The nominal cell resistance ( ), used in this study at 50% SOC is equal to 1.33 mΩ as provided by the manufacturer. A relative to ratio of 1-10% (corresponds to =0.0133-0.133 mΩ) was set for the analysis. 
where OCV is the open circuit voltage, is the terminal voltage, and stands for the cell current. As known, the cell resistance reduces by the temperature. A temperature variation of 8℃ resulted in 13% variation between the resistances of the cells. The results show that initially Cell1, the cell closest to the terminals, draws a higher current, because it is hotter than the other cells. Conversely, Cell5, the one furthest from the terminal, has a lower temperature, resulting a higher resistance, hence initially it draws the lowest current among the other cells. The current of Cell1 is 7% higher than the average current and 14% higher than that of Cell5. After 460 s the currents start to balance until t=910s where the peak load transition occurs between Cell1 and Cell5. The transition normally happens through the end of discharge (SOC < 20%), because the cell impedance significantly increases in this region, this has been shown in Figure 3a . The irreversible heat generation of the cell ( , ) is a function of current as described below: , = (OCV − ) (8) where OCV is the open circuit voltage, denotes the terminal voltage and is the cell current. This equation reveals that the heat, consequently the cell temperature is highly dependent on the current. When the non-uniformity of the currents is higher, a higher temperature variation is observed between the cells. For this case scenario the current variation is not noticible and the cells temperatures seem to converge by time as the current balance. The initial temperature variation of 8℃ can reach to 3.9℃ by the end of discharge. The maximum SOC discrepancy between the cells is observed at t=840s, close to the high impedance region. That is because Cell1 had always the highest current until the peak load transition, hence, the SOC variation accumulated by this point. SOC difference between the cells reached up to 1.2% at the end of discharge.
A low interconnection resistance ( / = 0.01 ), doesn't impose significant changes to the performance of the pack, but as increases the deviation amplifies, shown in Figure 4(a-d) . Test case 2 is similar to test case 1, but in presence of interconnection resistance, with relative to ratio of 0.1. At t=0 there is a 40% difference in the internal resistance of the cells. The initial current drawn by Cell1 is 1.97 times of the average current and 4.3 times of the lowest current (current drawn by Cell5). This is because the cells furthest from the terminals encounter a higher interconnection resistance. The current mismatch within the ESS results in 31℃ of temperature difference between the cells at the end of discharge. It means that some of the cells might be exposed to a very high temperature, which may impact the safety and reliability of the pack. The capacity loss rate of the pack increases by the temperature variation between the cells. It is recommended to keep the temperature variation between the cells below 5 ℃ to minimise the capacity loss [23] . The current difference between the cells led to a significant SOC variation of around 52% which can dramatically reduce the driving range and limit the power of the pack.
B. Initial SOC Variation
This section discusses the influence of initial SOC on the overall performance of the cells in the (1S 5P) ESS. In the third case scenario the initial SOCs for Cell1, Cell2, Cell3, Cell4 and Cell5 are 1, 0.98, 0.96, 0.94 and 0.92 respectively and the cells are initially at 25℃, as summarised in Table I . As shown in Figure 5a , the resistance of Cell1, initially is slightly lower than that of Cell5, by around 13%. As seen, the difference in the currents is around 62% at the beginning, but they eventually converges. The resulting temperature variation can reach up to 3.6℃ which is not noticeable. As the cells become close to the fully discharged state condition, all the parameters converge. Hence, by having 8% SOC inconsistency at the start of the cycle, the cells can still balance under the load. However, it is only valid if the interconnection resistance between the cells is negligible. The performance of the cells for / = 0.1 is shown in Figure 6(a-d) . The combination of interconnection resistance and SOC variation amplifies the inhomogeneity of the system. An initial resistance variation of 41% is observed between the cells which is significantly high. As a result, Cell1 carries a significantly higher current, 5 times higher that of the Cell5. When discharge process of Cell5 progresses towards the end, the high impedance of the cell compensates for its low interconnection resistance, and the situation is reversed. However the operation time is not enough for the cells parameters to balance. Because the Cell1 discharges completely, while SOC level of for example Cell5 is still 49%. The final temperature difference is around 30 ℃, which is noticeable. Given that the ideal cell to cell temperature variation is below 5 ℃, such a high temperature variation can drastically reduce the life time of the pack. It is noteworthy that the performance of Cell3, Cell4 and Cell5 is not very different. It reveals that as the number of cells increases to reach the higher capacity for the pack, the inhomogeneity increases. The assumed relative to ratio of 0.1, might be deemed very high, but in case of a faulty interconnection resistance, it can even be higher. Moreover, if the pack is composed of large cells it may cause major safety concerns. As shown in the different case scenarios, has the highest impact on the ESS performance and a high can crucially deteriorate the performance of the ESS. 
VI. FURTHER WORK
The next step of the study will focus on the long term impact of the cell to cell variation on the aging of the pack by quantifying the capacity decay as well as impedance increase. In order to investigate such scenarios, the aging model as well as self-discharge effect will be included in the cell model. Further the system level model will be fully verified by a number of experiments.
VII. CONCLUSION
A validated electrochemical-thermal model of a cell is combined with an electrical model of parallel cells to underpin the performance evaluation of parallel connected cells within the context of a complete ESS. The arrangement of the cells in the ESS is 1S 5P. The impact of interconnection resistance, variation in initial temperature as well as SOC was elaborated in this study. It was found that an initial temperature variation of 8℃ between the cells leads to a 14% current variation at t=0, along with a maximum of 2.5% SOC variation during the operation. In presence of interconnection resistance the nonuniformity is amplified. It was also observed that a SOC variation of 8% in the initial condition results in 62% variation in the initial currents when there is no interconnection resistance. The results reveal that the interconnection resistance in the primary factor for the inconsistencies and a faulty connection may cause safety concerns especially under high load currents. Such variations not only reduce the EV range, but also result in aging during long term operation. Highly parallelised ESS can amplify the non-uniformity and in case of large format cells the results will be more significant.
